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SUPPLEMENTARY METHODS. 

 

Multiplex (tetra-plex)  fluorimetric immunoassay 

The custom 4-Plex Human-Amyloid-Beta and Tau/Neuroscience Panel was developed by 

Merck Life Science under the reference SPR969 by combining two of their Milliplex MAP 

assays: Aβ42, t-tau, and p-tau biomarkers from the Human Amyloid Beta and Tau Magnetic 

Bead Panel (HNABTMAG-68K) assay and α-syn from the Human Neuroscience Magnetic 

Bead Panel 1 (HNS1MAG-95K) assay. For the simultaneous quantification of Aβ42, t-tau, p-

tau and α-syn, 25 µl of standard or diluted samples were incubated along with 25 µl of the 

magnetic bead mix (containing beads for each biomarker) and 25 µl of the Human Amyloid 

Beta and Tau detection antibody overnight. Beads were washed and incubated for 1 hour with 

25 µl of the Human Neuroscience Magnetic Bead Panel 1 detection antibody. Afterwards, 25 

µl of streptavidin-phycoerytherin were added for 30 min. After washing, the beads were 

suspended in 100 µl of drive fluid for analysis. All incubations were performed at room 

temperature (RT) and shaking. Plate analysis was performed in a Luminex Corporation® 

MAGPIX® instrument with XPONENT®. 

To calculate dilution linearity in the fluorimetric tetra-plex assay, eight neat CSF samples (ND 

cases) were diluted 2x to 8x with Sample Diluent. 1:3 dilution was determined as optimal 

dilution. The recovery was determined by the percentage of the concentration detected in each 

sample relative to their expected concentration. Dynamic range was established between the 

range of the means obtained by all assay’s lower limit of quantification (LLOQ) and upper 

limit of quantification (ULOQ) for each biomarker.  
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PLS-DA analyses  

PLS-DA, a machine learning approach for classification purposes and appropriate for the 

analysis of high dimensionality data sets with multicollinearity is a supervised method that 

provides a dimension reduction strategy in a situation where a categorical response variable 

(i.e. diagnostic pairs), is meant to be related to a set of predictor variables (i.e. biomarkers). 

Dimensionality reduction procedure is based on orthogonal transformations of the original 

variables (biomarkers) into a set of linearly uncorrelated components such that maximizes the 

separation between the different classes in the first few components (1). For each diagnostic 

pair a PLS-DA was conducted using 70% of the data as training set and 30% as test set. 

Accuracy (i.e. closeness between a predicted measure and the corresponding measure), 

sensitivity and specificity diagnostic measures were applied in the test set. The training and 

test sets random partitions were generated 1000 times and statistical summaries (5th percentile, 

median and 95th percentile) were computed for each diagnostic measure. To evaluate whether 

false separation caused by picking up random noise rather than real signal was detected, a 

permutation test was conducted (1) involving 1000 data sets constructed by randomly 

reassigning class labels at each individual, then performing a PLS-DA on the new randomized 

training data sets and computing diagnostic measures in their respective 1000 randomized test 

sets. Variable importance for the projection (VIP) criterion (2) was used to identify which 

biomarkers contribute most on the explained variability of the response (i.e. classification 

results). VIP > 1 is assumed to ensure variable importance into the whole model. 
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